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Double perovskite oxides, with generalised formula A2BB′O6, attract wide interest due to their multiferroic and charge17

transfer properties. They offer a wide range of potential applications such as spintronics and electrically tunable devices.18

However, great practical limitations are encountered, since a spontaneous order of the B-site cations is notoriously19

hard to achieve. In this joint experimental-theoretical work, we focused on characterisation of double perovskites20

La2TiFeO6 and La2VCuO6 films grown by pulsed laser deposition and interpretation of the observed B-site disorder21

and partial charge transfer between the B-site ions. A random structure sampling method was used to show that several22

phases compete due to their corresponding configurational entropy. In order to capture a representative picture of23

most relevant competing microstates in realistic experimental conditions, this search included the potential formation24

of non-stoichiometric phases as well, which could also be directly related to the observed partial charge transfer. We25

optimised the information encapsuled in the potential energy landscape, captured via structure sampling, by evaluating26

both enthalpic and entropic terms. These terms were employed as a metric for the competition of different phases. This27

approach, applied herein specifically to La2TiFeO6, highlights the presence of highly entropic phases above the ground28

state which can explain the disorder observed frequently in the broader class of double perovskite oxides.29
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INTRODUCTION30

Double perosvkite oxides A2BB′O6, in which the B-sites of the unit cell are occupied by different transition metal cations, ex-31

hibit a wide range of magnetic and transport properties, ranging from ionic conductivity1, superconductivity2, to ferromagnetism3,4,32

ferroelectricity5,6 and multiferroic behavior7. Tuning these properties by changes in structure and nature of the A- and B-site33

cations suggests a variety of potential applications such as magnetic refrigeration8, and magneto-optic9 and photovoltaic34

devices10. The properties of these type of materials can depend heavily on the ordering of the B-site cations. For example,35

the double perovksite La2MnNiO6 is a ferromagnet when Ni and Mn are rocksalt ordered at the perovskite B-site, while ran-36

domly distributed Mn an Ni gives rise to antiferromagnetic correlations11. This is particularly important from the perspective37

of synthesis. While many interesting properties have been predicted for B-site ordered double perovksite, only few have been38

realised experimentally12,13, mainly limited to double perovskites containing B-site ions with large differences in cation size or39

valency14,15. The aim of this work is to investigate the mechanisms behind the difficulties to realise B-site order in perovskite40

systems, even if an ordered state is thermodynamically favored at first sight16.41

This work focuses on two double perovksites containing different 3d transion metals at the B-site, namely La2TiFeO6 and42

La2VCuO6. These materials have in common charge transfer (CT) processes between the B-site ions17 that can lead to different43

transition metal oxidation state pairs, i.e. Fe3+/Ti3+ and Fe2+/Ti4+, Cu2+/V4+ and Cu+/V5+, and correspondingly to different44

properties. It is tempting to create the conditions allowing for reversible control of these charge transfer processes. In a recent45

study18, we predicted via density functional theory (DFT)+U that the charge transfer between Fe and Ti in LaTiO3/LaFeO346

heterostructures strained on SrTiO3 and LaAlO3(100) substrates varies sensibly as a function of internal pressure. Also, in this47

system the charge-transfer mechanism is associated to a tunable ferroelectric behavior since a net polarization of the LaO plane48

can be created or destroyed as a function of the nominal charge of the TiO2 and FeO2 planes.49

La2VCuO6 also offers interesting possible applications as it is a potential half metal when V and Cu are respectively in the 4+50

and 2+ oxidation state and an insulator when V and Cu are respectively 5+ and 1+19, offering the opportunity to induce a metal-51

insulator transition by controlling the charge transfer process. However, to our knowledge neither material has been realised52

experimentally in their B-site ordered double perovksite form, which could be detrimental to the envisioned properties.53

This work is dedicated to realization of B-site ordered double perovskite oxides. Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) was used54

to grow La2TiFeO6 and La2VCuO6 on SrTiO3 (100) and (111) substrates in order to epitaxially stabilise the perovskite phase55

and potentially use strain to enhance the B-site order20. Although high crystalline quality epitaxial perovskite films were made,56

our experiments confirmed the difficulty of obtaining B-site ordering, which was absent in all our films. In order to guide the57

design of a controlled growth, an in-depth interpretation of experimental data by high-fidelity modelling becomes necessary.58

Therefore, the major part of this work is a detailed computational ab-initio study towards the occurrence of disorder in these59

double perovskites. During growth of the materials, a plethora of structures may compete, and defects can change the energy60

landscape significantly. This cannot be addressed by searching the ground state of the materials among a few possible candidates,61

and requires an in-depth exploration of the energy landscape.62

Several computational approaches have been successfully applied to the computational sampling of thermodynamically stable63
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compounds, all involving a search for the low-lying energy minima in a high-dimensional configuration space. Evolutionary64

algorithms such as the Oganov–Glass21 and Wang’s version of particle swarm optimisation22 are particularly popular. These65

are based on the idea that a population of structures is evolved by penalising or favouring certain phases as a function of their66

energy. A different route is taken by random structure sampling methods popularised by implementations such as USPEX23,24,67

CALYPSO25 and the Ab-Initio Random Structure Search (AIRSS)26–28, which is employed in this investigation. This approach68

is based upon the structural optimisation of randomly generated structures within chemically intuitive constraints to reduce the69

size of the explored phase space. The great advantage of such an implementation is its intrinsically highly parallelisability as70

individual structure relaxations do not depend on each other. Despite its potential high computational cost, the AIRSS method71

has been applied successfully, for example leading to the discovery of new high pressure phases such as solid hydrogen29 and72

ionic ammonia30.73

Random structure sampling offers the advantage of generating more scientific information than characterisation of low-lying74

states only. In fact, this procedure allows for the mapping of the entire energy landscape, given that the applied constrains allow75

for it. Therefore, AIRSS lends itself to the handling of configurational entropy31 if significantly large statistics are collected.76

The configurational entropy is connected to the size of the basin of attraction of the found structure, which in turn is reflected by77

the frequency of occurrence of relevant structures32–37. The entropic term is also reflected by the density of the energy spectrum78

which can be evaluated via the entropy forming ability (EFA)38. This formalism has been utilised in the past to classify high79

entropy alloys and predict their relative thermodynamic stability. Herein, the formalism is applied to calculate the amount of80

competing phases in certain energy window over the whole spectrum, in order to compare the entropy of different structure in81

the same phase space. Although both these metrics do not capture the role of the vibrational entropy which might be important82

at higher temperatures, they yield reasonable arguments for the classification of different phases based on their enthalpic and83

entropic terms.84

The computational study of both ground state and growth temperature activated states (within a few hundreds meV from85

ground state) reveals the presence of competing highly entropic phases above the ground state. These are thought to be respon-86

sible for a rich polymorphism leading to the B-site disorder observed via experimental characterisation. Also, the inclusion of87

different stoichiometries in the computational exploration of the phase space allowed us to explore the role of defects formation88

on the number of competing phases. Finally, analysis of the distribution of magnetic moments over the whole spectrum revealed89

how the stoichiometry can affect the magnetic order as well.90

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION91

Films characterisation92

As described in the materials and methods section, pulsed laser deposition was used to grow La2TiFeO6 and La2VCuO693

films on both (001) and (111) oriented SrTiO3 substrates. The crystalline structure of the films were examined in detail by94

X-ray diffraction (XRD). As shown in Fig. 1a, the θ − 2θ scan of an La2TiFeO6 film on a STO (001) substrate indicated95

presence of a single perovksite phase. The symmetry of the unit cell was investigated by means of reciprocal space mapping.96
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As shown in Fig. 1e, the La2TiFeO6 film was epitaxially strained to the SrTiO3(001) substrate and had a tetragonal symmetry97

with a=b=3.91 Å, and c=4.01 Å. The high crystalline quality of the film was confirmed by AFM, since a step-and-terrace surface98

morphology was clearly visible with height differences corresponding to half an unit cell of the double perovskite (Fig. 1c).99

Similar results were obtained for La2VCuO6 films on STO (001) substrates, as shown in more detail in Supplementary Figure 1.100

The lattice parameters of the La2VCuO6 tetragonal cell were a=b=3.91 Å and c=3.97 Å.101

Although the films where clearly perovskites, absence of higher order peaks in the XRD θ − 2θ scans suggested a random102

distribution of Ti and Fe (and Cu and V) on the B-site of the perovskite unit cell. The higher order peaks were absent on103

both (001) and (111) oriented substrates, in both in- and out-of-plane scans, confirming neither planar nor rock-salt ordering104

of the B-site cations occurred in any of the films. The absence of higher order peaks in out-of-plane scans of thin films on105

the (001) oriented substrates confirmed the absence of planar ordering (seeFig. 1a). The potential rocksalt ordering on (001)106

oriented substrates was addressed by performing scans in the [111] direction. Additionally, films were grown on (111) oriented107

substrates, where any rocksalt would be observable in out-of-plane scans. In both cases, absence of higher order peaks excluded108

presence of any rocksalt ordering (see Supplementary Figure 1 and 2). The high structural quality and absence of B-site order109

where confirmed by Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM), as shown in Fig. 1d.110

Finally, the oxidation states of Fe and Ti where examined by means of X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). The spectrum111

of the (001) oriented La2TiFeO6 film shown in Fig. 1b reveals that the Fe ions are partly in the 2+ oxidation state, while Ti is112

completely 4+ (data not shown). The deviation from the expected Fe3+ in LaFeO3 and Ti3+ in LaTiO3 confirms the occurrence113

of charge transfer from Ti to Fe when combining these materials in a (B-site disordered) double perovskite. The XPS spectra are114

comparable to previously published work on LaTiO3/LaFeO3 heterostructures39. In both cases, charge transfer leads to partial115

reduction of the Fe, while a higher degree of reduction is expected based on the complete oxidation of Ti and the predicted116

electronic structure by DFT18,39. In the La2TiFeO6 films grown in this work, complete oxidation of Ti could lead to a complete117

reduction of Fe due the 1:1 ratio of Fe:Ti. The fact that Ti is completely 4+, while only part of the Fe is 2+, highlights that other118

phenomena beyond the Ti to Fe charge transfer must be responsible for the oxidation of titanium ions. Possible explanations119

might involve overoxidation during or post growth and La-vacancies.120

Both B-site disorder and partial charge transfer may prevent any application of these charge transfer processes. Note that121

an exhaustive growth study was not performed in this work, and investigation of a much wider growth parameter space needs122

to be addressed to make firm conclusions about the question whether or not it would be possible to obtain the ordered double123

perovskites. However, the experimental results are exemplary for a wide range of published results of attempts to grow B-site124

ordered double perovskites13.125

Simulation of ordered phases126

In order to investigate the possible causes of the observed B-site disorder we employed DFT to study the competition of127

different phases. In this section we will focus on the theoretical investigation of some representative B-site ordered phases.128

As detailed in the materials and methods section, DFT+U was used to model the strained La2TiFeO6 and La2VCuO6 films in129
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rock salt and layered phases. Different initial magnetic configurations where chosen in order to stabilise the different (non) CT130

phases, as detailed more in previous work18.131

As previously reported18, the ground state of La2TiFeO6 is characterised by Fe2+ high spin and Ti4+ oxidation states. This132

is a CT state as formal oxidation states in the LaFeO3 and LaTiO3 building blocks are Fe3+ and Ti3+, respectively. Minima133

corresponding to both the CT and non-CT state could be identified by DFT+U for different levels of strain, presenting the same134

a−b−c+ octahedral rotations as the LaFeO3 and LaTiO3 building blocks. Differently, in the La2VCuO6 case, the nominal Cu3+
135

and V3+ states of bulk LaCuO3 and LaVO3 could not be stabilised in any of the searched minima. Instead, two V→Cu charge136

transfer states were found. After screening different magnetic orders (see Supplementary Figure 3), we identified the ground state137

as G-type Cu2+/V4+ both for rock-salt and layered orders with the same a−b−c+ octahedral rotations as LaVO3. An additional138

one-electron transfer leads to a non-magnetic state with formal V-d0 and Cu-d10. These competing states had been previously139

investigated by means of DFT+U19, predicting the Cu2+/V4+ state to be a half metal for certain choices of U. However, in our140

case a sensible gap is opened since octahedral rotations are taken into account, while the gap is only reduced when octahedral141

rotations are suppressed (data not shown).142

In order to explore the effect of substrate strains on the relative stability of these different phases and states and hence to143

predict how these affect the one-electron CT B→B′ energy gap, we modelled different epitaxial strained phases as described in144

the materials and methods section. In Fig. 2 we report the energy per formula unit of all La2TiFeO6 and La2VCuO6 fully relaxed145

cells calculated for bulk phases and for epitaxially strained phases to model the growth on SrTiO3 and LaAlO3 substrates. In146

the La2TiFeO6 case, the CT state in the rock-salt order is always the most stable configuration, irrespective of the applied strain,147

and the layered CT state is 200-300 meV above it. Differently, the La2VCuO6 G-type ground state shows competition between148

the rock-salt and layered order within 10 meV per atom and this separation is only slightly enhanced by strain on LaAlO3(100)149

substrate. This is reflected by the fact that there is a smaller change in the size of the octahedra between the two structures for150

La2VCuO6 than for La2TiFeO6 (see Supplementary Table 1). The gap between the Cu2+/V4+ and Cu+/V5+ exhibit a quite clear151

phase and strain dependence. Indeed, in the case of rock-salt order it doubles from 200 meV to 400 meV as a function of strain,152

while it ranges around 800 meV for all structures in the case of a layered order. This can be explained considering the differences153

in the ionic radii. Cu+ is about 25 pm larger than V5+, giving rise to increased strain on the Cu and V octahedra in case of the154

layered structure16 (see Supplementary Table 1). On the other hand, the difference between Cu and V ions is reduced for Cu2+
155

and V4+ making the layered and rock-salt phases more competitive. In La2TiFeO6 the situation is similar for the layered phase,156

where a large charge transfer gap of 600 meV is observed. However, the CT rock-salt phase is sensibly more stable than the157

layered one. This cannot be understood in terms of ionic radii alone as Fe and Ti are quite comparable in size.158

The predicted competition between rock-salt and layered orders in La2VCuO6 justifies the experimentally observed absence159

of B-site order. Note that controlled formation of Cu+/V5+ could favor growth of the rocksalt ordered structure, in agreement160

with the phase diagram proposed by Ohtomo et al15.161

The observed disorder is harder to explain for La2TiFeO6 on the basis of these results, as the predicted CT phases do not162

show any competition. Moreover, the presence of majority of Fe3+ in the grown films cannot be understood from the reported163

calculations alone, since the Fe2+/Ti4+ phases are considerably more stable compared to the Fe3+/Ti3+ phases. It becomes164
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necessary to investigate more phases which might contribute to the disordered growth. Also, defects such as lanthanum vacancies165

and the presence of extra oxygen must be included in structure search as they might be responsible of the observed Fe2+:Fe3+
166

ratio.167

Random structure search and entropy forming ability analysis168

In order to perform this search, the ab-initio random structure search (AIRSS) method was employed. Exploring the vast169

phase space by means of such a random sampling approach gives us the chance to reveal phases that might be missed by170

structural optimisation of cells constructed based on chemical intuition. Sampling statistically significant structures via a fast171

exploration of a vast fraction of phase space will allow to extract thermodynamical meaningful information to understand the172

nature of the grown films. Although, this will not allow for a description of kinetics of the PLD growth process, characterising173

the thermodynamically competing phases will lead to describe the driving force dominating during cooling which leads to B-174

site (dis)order20. Indeed, during PLD growth, the high-energy adatoms have diffusion lengths of tens of nanometres which are175

sufficient to make them migrate and stick to thermodynamically favourable positions. Hence, the grown film will be constituted176

by a mixture of competing phases contributing to a rich polymorphism or disorder depending on the domain sizes. Since177

a quantitative calculation of the phase domain sizes goes beyond the scope of this study, in the remainder of the paper we178

simply will refer to disorder. Also, the information captured by sampling the phase space allows one to explore the role of179

configurational entropy as well, which yields an additional argument to understand the competition of different microstates180

which compose disordered structures. Herein, we employ two approaches to qualitatively capture this information, i.e. the181

relative frequency of occurrence of different phases and the entropy forming ability (EFA).182

The first argument is intrinsically connected to the random nature of the structure sampling approach, which in this respect183

offers a more thermodynamical representation than structure learning based methods. Indeed, frequencies of occurrence of184

phases obtained by a random sampling search can be related to the volume of the basins of attraction of such minima32–37, which185

expresses how accessible these phases are and gives an indication of the configurational entropy. In Fig. 3, the relative frequency186

of occurrence of the phases within 400 meV of the ground state are shown together with their structures, as predicted by the187

AIRSS method. In this energy window, five minima were identified, all corresponding to B-site ordered perovskite structures.188

The rock-salt and layered phases with octahedral rotations a−b−c+ described in the previous section were found, and the ground189

state was predicted to be the rock-salt ordered structure in correspondence to our original structural optimisation. Additionally, a190

columnar ordered phase was found 50 meV above the rock-salt phase, followed by other distorted rock-salt phases with different191

octahedral rotations (a−b−c−). These findings already add substantial information to the partial picture we depicted in Fig. 2, as192

the competing phases naturally contribute to the observed B-site disorder.193

In addition to the observation of additional phases, a more complex picture emerges from their frequency of occurrence, since194

the minima above the rock-salt ground state are associated to larger basins of attraction. Similar to the increased occurrence195

during a random structure search, the larger volume of this basins can be connected to a higher probability of creating these196

microstates during the PLD growth process. It must be underlined that the amount of sampled structures are not enough to yield197
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a quantitative statistical prediction. However, this contained computational effort is sufficient to sketch a qualitative picture, as198

the frequencies of occurrence are due to converge with the number of structures.199

The data generated by the random structure search can be further analysed by investigating the concentration of minima found200

in certain energy windows. This constitutes a different way of quantifying configurational entropy and can be described by201

means of the entropy forming ability (EFA) formalism38. This formalism was introduced to capture the predisposition of a202

material to form high-entropy single-phase crystals by quantifying the number of accessible quasi-degenerate configurations. A203

high EFA value corresponds to a narrow spectrum which implies the possibility of inducing large randomness (i.e. entropy) at204

finite temperature. On the other hand, a wide spectrum (low EFA) is associated with the presence of high energy barriers and205

hence of ordered phases. The EFA can be expressed with the following formula:206

EFA = {σ [spectrum(Hi)]T=0K}−1 (1)

σ(Hx) =

√
∑i gi(Hi−Hx)2

∑i gi−1
(2)

where Hi and gi are the enthalpy and degeneracy of the collected data points.207

In this work this formalism will be utilised in a different way compared to previous works, where an EFA value characteristic208

of the material is considered. Instead, we calculate the EFA as a continuous function over the whole spectrum to gain insight209

in how the entropy changes in different energy windows. In this context, the EFA becomes a measure of the expected disorder210

in the synthetised material. By studying how this is affected by different conditions, one can infer a pathway to optimise the211

material order. So far we have focused on exploring La2TiFeO6 stoichiometric phases only. However, in order to consider more212

microstates that might emerge in realistic growth conditions, stoichiometric defects cannot be excluded. This is particularly true213

for overoxidation which might occur not only during growth in oxygen-rich conditions, but also post growth, especially at high214

temperatures during cool down of the sample. Therefore, we also ran structure searches for unit cells with 25 % La vacancies215

(La1.5TiFeO6) and for unit cells with 8 % extra oxygen (La2TiFeO6.5). In order to make a fair comparison among the different216

stoichiometries, the defect formation energies ∆Hf must be considered. If the defects are considered to be charge neutral, the217

defect formation energy can be expressed as:218

∆Hf = Hdef−H0 +∑nx (Hx−µx) (3)

where Hdef, H0 and Hx are the energy of the relaxed supercell containing nx defects, the ground state of the perfect system219

and the elemental reference energy, respectively. The chemical potential of the defect µLa and µO depends on experimental220

conditions, i.e. partial pressure and temperature. In this work, we considered values ranging between two extremes for the221

chemical potentials of lanthanum and oxygens which refer to La-poor (µLa = -8.89 eV), La-rich (µLa = -3.09 eV), O-poor (µO =222

-3.87 eV) and O-rich (µO = 0.00 eV) conditions, following the work of Taylor et al.40,41. Since the chemical potential has a large223
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effect on the spectrum, in turn it also affects the EFA as shown in Fig. 4a. The center panel shows the dependence of the EFA in224

the double-perovskite stability region on µO and µLa, reflecting their role on the ability of inducing B-site disorder. As one can225

see, the disorder is expected to increase in O-rich and La-poor conditions, as the formation of the considered defects becomes226

more favourable.227

It should be underlined that both the frequency of occurrence and the EFA do not fully capture the vibrational entropy228

which is crucial to describe high temperatures phenomena. However, when comparing similar competing phases to describe the229

emergence of disorder, the role of the configurational entropy can safely be assumed to be dominating. In the case of La2TiFeO6,230

the phonon dispersion is dominated by the modes associated to Lanthanum vibrations (see Supplementary Figure 5) which is231

reasonably very comparable across the competing low-energy phases exhibiting similar volumes and lattice parameters. This232

yields very similar vibrational contribution for all phases as shown in Supplementary Figure 6 for the rock-salt and layered233

structure, making the configurational entropy play a major role to drive disorder.234

The evolution of the EFA over the energy spectrum is also explored in four corner panels of Fig. 4a for four different con-235

ditions. In all cases, the EFA exhibits a maximum ranging between 1.0-2.5 eV depending on the value of µLa and µO. The236

position of this maximum corresponds to the energy window with the highest configurational entropy, i.e. highest density of237

found minima. As one can see, the effect of µLa on the overall EFA is more impactful than µO. This is because La1.5TiFeO6238

phases are far more spread over the spectrum than La2TiFeO6.5 phases. For practical applications it is important to focus on239

the states more easily accessible from the lowest lying phase. In Fig. 4 we highlight the energy window where the ordered240

perovskites phases reported in Fig. 3 occur, i.e. below 400 meV. It is interesting to note that in this region the EFA increases241

monotonically as a function of the enthalpy and that such increase depends on the chemical potential being steeper in La-poor242

and O-rich conditions. This means that several microstates are condensed in this energy window and hence the entropy is larger,243

possibly causing higher degree of disorder in crystals grown under these conditions.244

Finally, we explored the structural and magnetic properties of the phases found during the AIRSS search. In Fig. 4b we245

report the volume distribution of all minima found by AIRSS in a La-poor and O-poor condition. In the ordered perovskite246

energy window below 400 meV (in green), all phases (see Fig. 3) have comparable volumes around 130 Å3 which is in excellent247

agreement with volumes measured for the films grown on SrTiO3(100) (125 Å3). For the disordered phases above this energy248

window a much broader distribution is observed centered around 150 Å3. Concerning different stoichiometries, the presence of249

extra oxygens causes a volume expansion and quite a broad distribution with no minima with volumes below 140 Å3. On the250

other hand, if La vacancies are included several possible structures with comparable volumes (and compressed) to the ordered251

perovskites can be obtained.252

In order to connect the XPS data presented above to the ab-initio results, we explored the distribution of magnetic moments253

of Fe and Ti ions across the whole spectrum. These are reported in Fig. 5 where the dominance of different oxidations states are254

highlighted, based on the values of the magnetic moments. As it can be seen, titanium cations are non magnetic and hence in the255

Ti4+ state for virtually all structures, which fully agrees with XPS data. Similarly, in La2TiFeO6 iron cations are always in the256

Fe2+ high spin state, but oxidised Fe3+ species emerge in the other stoichiometries. The local intermixing of non-stoichiometric257

structures with the stoichiometric La2TiFeO6 phases is therefore probably responsible of the observed Fe2+:Fe3+ ratio.258
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More experimental and computational analysis has to be performed in order to conclude which non-stoichiometric phases259

dominate. Presence of lanthanum vacancies (up to 25 %) can be a reasonable explanation, based on similarities between the ex-260

perimental and computed unit cell volumes. However, inclusion of extra oxygen cannot be excluded, since significant amount of261

oxygen can be locally added to the La2TiFeO6 without destroying the global perovskite structure (see example in Supplementary262

Figure 4). Finally, other non-stoichiometries should be explored too, such as Ti deficient phases or lower defect concentrations263

based on larger computational cells.264

It is worth stressing the fact that this analysis reflects that non-CT states are extremely unlikely to occur for all stoichiometries265

considered as Ti3+ states are never found. As pointed out above, this is connected to a reduced volume of the basins of attraction266

and highlights that these states are not easily accessible. This is quite remarkable information that can be obtained by random267

structure sampling methods. Indeed, although we were able to isolate and characterise these states (see Fig. 2) their existence is268

irrelevant for practical applications if they cannot be accessed easily.269

In conclusion, in this work we employed an ab-initio random structure search method to address the entropic contributions270

to B-site disorder in double perovskite oxides. High quality La2TiFeO6 and La2VCuO6 thin films were grown by Pulsed Laser271

Deposition, but B-site ordering could not be observed. In the case of La2TiFeO6, charge transfer from Ti to Fe led to the272

presence of Fe2+. However, only part of the Fe was reduced, while Ti was completely oxidized, which is contradictory to the273

complete charge transfer predicted by ab-initio calculations. In order to explain the experimentally observed B-site disorder and274

oxidation state distributions, a random sampling approach was employed including analysis of defects. Combining the analysis275

of the frequency of occurrence of the sampled phases and the entropy forming ability we discussed how the configurational276

entropy rapidly increases above the ground state. The AIRSS search revealed a dense spectrum characterised by several ordered277

perovskite phases within 400 meV above the ground state. Also, exploration of different stoichiometries, La1.5TiFeO6 and278

La2TiFeO6.5, yielded a wider overview over the nature of the phases contributing to the observed disorder. The statistically279

significant phase set sampled by AIRSS was used to constructed a thermodynamic model aiming to understand whether the280

B-site disorder is due to an intrinsic competition of different phases and/or if tuning experimental conditions might affect it.281

The EFA analysis suggested that controlling the partial pressure of oxygen and lanthanum in the chamber might minimise282

the presence of chemical defects, which provides a guide for further experimentation. Nevertheless, the competition of low-283

energy stoichiometric phases appears to be the dominant factor for the B-site disorder which is much harder to control in an284

experimental set-up. Although this work does not provide definitive theory for describing the growth of double perovskites, the285

described insights into the competing phases allowed us to understand the driving force for the observed disorder. The AIRSS286

study showed presence of non-stoichiometric phases can explain the observed large Fe3+:Fe2+ ratio, contrary to the expected287

absence of Fe3+ for stoichiometric phases. This work shows the value of high-throughput ab-initio calculations to investigate288

formation of realistic but imperfect materials.289
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METHODS290

Experimental setup291

45 monolayers La2TiFeO6 and 30 monolayers La2VCuO6 epitaxial films were synthesised on TiO2 terminated single-292

crystalline SrTiO3(001) and SrTiO3(111) substrates from stoichiometric ceramic targets via pulsed-laser deposition (248 nm293

KrF laser). The deposition temperatures of La2TiFeO6 and La2VCuO6 were 730 oC and 700 oC respectively, in an oxygen294

pressure of 2× 10−6 Torr. For all materials, the laser fluence was 1.0 J/cm2, while a laser repetition rate of 1 Hz was used.295

Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) was used during the deposition to ensure a layer-by-layer growth mode.296

After deposition, the films were cooled down to room temperature at the oxygen pressure used during growth. Structural char-297

acterisation of the films were carried out using a Panalytical X’Pert Pro X-ray Diffraction (XRD) diffractometer with Cu-Kα298

radiation (λ=1.5405 Å). The high crystalline quality of the films was confirmed from θ −2θ symmetric XRD scans around the299

(002) reflections. The lattice parameters and the tetragonal symmetry are calculated from reciprocal space maps (RSMs) around300

the (103) reflections. Ex-situ XPS measurements were performed on a PHI VersProbe 3 using monochromated Al-Kα radiation.301

The TEM measurements were performed at a Cs probe-corrected FEI TITAN operating at 200 kV equipped with a Fischione302

HAADF detector. The cross-sectional samples were prepared using standard mechanical polishing and dimpling techniques303

with a final polishing in a Gatan PIPS ion mill using a 3 kV argon beam.304

Computational details305

All DFT calculations were performed within the Quantum Espresso code (version 6.5) employing the PBE functional and the306

Hubbard-U local correction in the d-shells of the transition metals. The values for the Ti and Fe were chosen in accordance to307

the vast literature on DFT+U for similar materials, i.e. U(Ti) = 3.0 eV, U(Fe) = 4.8 eV. For La2VCuO6 our choice of U-values308

differs from the referred literature values as they were obtained by means of the self-consistent linear response density functional309

perturbation theory (DFPT) method proposed by Cococcioni et al.42 as implemented in Quantum Espresso. The U on vanadium310

was found to be practically indifferent to the 4+/5+ oxidation states, yielding values of 3.5-4.0eV. On the other hand, the U311

obtained on Cu2+ was around 8.0 eV, while it was undefined for Cu+. This is due to a well known issue with the linear response312

approach when the correction is applied to filled d-shells. However, since both the energy and the DOS of the non-magnetic state313

is not strongly dependent on the choice of U, we settled to values of 8.0 eV for a fairer comparison. Plane-wave basis set with an314

energy cut-off of 800 eV and a 4×4×3 k-mesh were used with ultrasoft pseudopotentials (USPP) to describe the atomic cores315

with valence configurations La(4f 5s 5p 5d 6s 6p), Ti(3s 3p 4s 3d), Fe(3s 3p 3d 4s 4p), V(3s 3p 4s 3d), Cu(3s 3p 3d 4s 4p) and316

O(2s 2p). All calculations were converged to energy <0.1 meV and force <1.0 meV Å−1.317

In order to model the growth of the films on different substrates we constrained the surface vectors in accordance to the318

substrate parameters and allowed for the relaxation along the growth direction as well as of internal coordinates. The initial319

internal coordinates were chosen to represent the bulk Pnma spacegroup symmetry of LaFeO3, LaVO3 and LaTiO3 with oc-320

tahedral rotations a−b−c+. In order to study the effect of B-site in these double perovskites we investigated both the layered321
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and rock-salt order in different magnetic orientations. As the magnetic orientations of all the building blocks is G-type, it is322

reasonable to believe that it will be maintained also in the heterostructures. It has to be pointed out that in the case of La2VCuO6323

the situation is not as clear, since LaCuO3 has never been observed experimentally and ab-initio studies debate whether or not it324

is non-magnetic with a formally Cu3+ in a d9-L state43–45.325

The AIRSS package interfaced with Quantum Espresso was used for the random structure sampling. All searches were326

performed at 0 GPa, targeting an initial volume of about 125 Å3±20%. Distance constraints where imposed by loosing of 20%327

the interatomic distances in an ordered LaFeO3 perovskite. This allowed to explore a vast number of random sensible structures328

while respecting the relevant chemistry expected in double perovskites. The ab-initio DFT calculations were performed by329

sampling on a grid of spacing 2π× 0.1 Å−1 and a plane-wave basis set cutoff of 500 eV. The final structures were further330

relaxed at the higher level of accuracy reported above. The samplings for La2TiFeO6 La2TiFeO6.5 and La1.5TiFeO6 were run331

separately employing cells consisting 2 formula units imposing random space groups with 2 to 4 symmetry elements. The332

starting magnetic moments of Ti and Fe ions were also randomly generated. Via the AIRSS sampling a total of 400 random333

structures were obtained.334

In order to test for long-range ordering phenomena, we constructed cells of 4 formula units by elongating the stoichiometric335

ground state 2 formula unit cell along all lattice vectors, in turn and applying random displacements of the atomic positions up336

to 0.1 Å. In all cases, the structural relaxations lead to the same minima identified for the smaller cell with energy differences337

below 10−7 eV. Although it would be computationally prohibiting to test this for all phases and stoichiometry considered, the338

absence of new superstructures in the ground state justify the size for the cell considered.339
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FIG. 1. Characterisation of a La2TiFeO6 film on a SrTiO3 (001) substrate. XRD (a) shows peaks corresponding to single phase perovskite
La2TiFeO6, but peaks indicating B-site ordering of Ti and Fe are absent. XPS (b) shows presence of Fe2+ in (001) oriented films, and is visible
as a shoulder around 709 eV. XPS additionally shows Ti is completely 4+ (data not included). (c) AFM measurements show smooth films
with terrace height differences of 0.5 unit cells. Also TEM (d) reveals a high structural quality of the grown films and absence of B-site order.
(e) XRD reciprocal space mapping around the (103) reflection reveals that the strained film exhibit tetragonal symmetry with cell parameters
a=3.905 Åand c=4.01 Å.

FIG. 2. Energy differences with respect to the ground state of La2TiFeO6 and La2VCuO6 ordered phases with different magnetic
configurations. La2TiFeO6 and La2VCuO6 energy per formula unit of the different states investigated for rock-salt and layered B-site ordering,
for bulk phase and for phases strained to SrTiO3 and LaAlO3(100) oriented substrates. Charge transfer and non-charge transfer states are shown
for La2TiFeO6 while G-type and non magnetic states are shown for La2VCuO6.
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FIG. 3. Frequency of occurrence of La2TiFeO6 perovskite structures captured by AIRSS within 400 meV of the ground state. The
rock-salt with symmetry P21/C was found to occur less often than the columnar and layered phases. Above 100 meV other rock-salt phases
with reduced symmetry and different octahedral rotations were found. The competition of these phases and the higher entropy associated with
the more frequently occurring phases aligns with the experimentally observed disorder. In the reported structures, the atoms are labelled with
different colors: green for La, red for O, blue for Ti and brown for Fe.

a b

FIG. 4. EFA analysis of La2TiFeO6 (a) Entropy forming ability analysis of AIRSS results including different stoichiometries in the spectrum.
The EFA reflexes the spectrum density and depends on the defect formation energies and hence on the chemical potentials of defects, µO and
µLa. This is shown in the central panel where we report the EFA calculated in the energy window of stability for double perovskite structures
(0-400 meV). This quantity reflects the amount of disorder that can emerge during material growth. The dashed white lines indicate the values
of chemical potential, where the considered defects emerge in this energy window and hence contribute to the disorder. The four corner
panels show how the EFA changes as La and O poor and rich conditions are considered. The green area highlights the energy window where
perovskite structures are observed. (b) Volume distribution of AIRSS results including non-stoichiometric phases in La-poor and O-poor
conditions. The blue circle highlights encapsules the region with highest state concentration responsible of the maximum of the EFA. All
stoichiometric perovskite phases have comparable volumes of about 130 Å3. Extra oxygen causes a volume expansion, but phases with similar
volumes can be obtained by removing 25 % of La.
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FIG. 5. Magnetic moments distributions from AIRSS results including the La-poor and O-rich phases. The distribution for stoichiometric
La2TiFeO6 is rather homogeneous across the whole spectrum, with the CT Fe2+ (HS)/Ti4+ CT state as the most likely state. A higher
percentage of oxidised Fe3+ emerges when defects are included. Ti1, Ti2, Fe1 and Fe2 refer to the different Ti and Fe positions in the unit cell.
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